This article describes and analyzes the legislative politics of the revolutionary regimes in Russia in 1917-1918. The author aims to demonstrate the political meaning of the form of early Soviet legislation and its legitimizing effect. Revolutionary legislators often used specific language in new laws as a vehicle for legitimacy, i.e., as a means of making the people comply with those laws. The two main types of legal language used by the Bolsheviks can be interpreted from the perspective of different types of legitimacy. The revolutionary strategy used propagandistic legislation, written in the language of lay people, which urged them to act according to the new law. This can be seen as a request for the people to take certain actions and thus to legitimize the soviets. On the other hand, they also used the traditional strategy by employing old bureaucratic means of writing and distributing legislation to the local soviets. The language used by this strategy could not be easily understood by a lay audience and implied a tradition of obeying the law written in familiar legal language, which in turn implied rational/legal legitimacy. The second strategy had already become dominant after the first months of the Bolshevik Revolution. This observation demonstrates that, from the very beginning of their rule, Soviet leaders approached legislative policy from a technocratic point of view, which determined the further development of Soviet legal theory and practice.
Introduction
Is legitimacy of revolutionary order an oxymoron? Marxist-Leninist theory postulated that revolution would demolish institutions of state power as well as other structures of the exploitative classes. This declaration from the Manifesto of the Communist Party (1848) 2 was further developed in the 1870s in the criticism that Marx 3 and Engels 4 made on The Gotha Program 5 of the German Social Democratic Party (1875); Marx and Engels stressed that the state was needed in order to fulfill a certain functional role, i.e., to suppress the proletariat's rivals. In contrast to the use of (revolutionary) violent force, state power certainly needed what political philosophers of today call 'political legitimacy', 6 which meant obedience to authority, implying voluntary compliance, thus making the domination legitimate. 7 The main thesis of this article is based on the following proposition: the theory of the dictatorship of the proletariat could not apply in Russia in 1917 without the compliance of other classes with its dictates because of the remarkably small population of the predominately rural Russian proletariat. The author's research on decrees and other archival documents in legislative politics from late 1917 through 1918 demonstrates that, at the very top level of authority (the Soviet government and ministries), revolutionaries relied heavily on both tsarist legislative practices and tsarist legislation itself. The revolutionary leaders' constant efforts to retain formalism in legislative practices during that period served, inter alia, as a means of establishing the new order as legitimate and (quasi-) legal. This phenomenon, which had a major impact on Soviet legal and political culture, dates back to the very first days of Soviet rule.
In his classification of pure types of legitimacy, Weber considered rational/ legal legitimacy as being the most modern, a result of the evolution of two earlier types: traditional legitimacy and charismatic legitimacy. This article will demonstrate that, in the case of revolutionary Russia, the usage of legal language, along with other legislative practices borrowed from the tsarist regime, indirectly implied a tradition of domination as a source of legitimacy for the Soviet order. The author will show how tsarist traditions and customs of administration were able to help instill the legitimacy of a revolutionary order.
There is a well-developed field of historical literature that touches upon the tendency of soviets-in both the center and the regions-to continue certain tsarist administrative practices. 8 Recent scholarship by Peter Holquist provides an important attempt to understand this continuation phenomenon as a development of Russian institutional culture. Holquist bases his research on Alfred Rieber's concept of the technocratic ethos of late imperial bureaucracy 9 that served, as Holquist demonstrates, as "a crucial bridge for many specialists to service with the Soviet state". 10 In dealing with the legislative politics of the Bolshevik Revolution, however, existing research is concentrated mainly on the substance, not the form, 11 of the new regime's legal acts. The aim of this article is, on the contrary, to study the form and the additional political meaning that it contained.
With respect to methodology, the article relies on the in-depth comparative study of legal linguistics by Heikki Mattila, which clearly shows that the authority of tradition and old forms (i.e., legal language, including certain terms and syntax) is grounded in the law. 12 In analyzing the language of legislation, this article uses the approach of John J. Austin's twentieth-century Speech Act Theory, along with the positioning theory of language usage developed by sociologists. 13 Both theories focus on the usage of discursive practices as a means of using language to exercise power in social relations.
This article is structured as follows. First, it starts with a discussion of the Provisional Government's approach to the problem of the legitimacy of its power. Thereafter, it briefly focuses on the legitimacy of revolutionary power in the view of Lenin's theoretical writings and legislation during the October Revolution. Finally, the last section provides an analysis of the language used by the central authorities in their legislative acts in relation to the soviets. The entire discussion is an attempt to answer the following question: how were relations of power and domination/subservience expressed in the language of early Soviet legislation? 
Legitimacy of Power After the February Revolution
On 2 March 1917, 14 the February Revolution put an end to monarchical power in Russia. In anticipation of the Constituent Assembly, which was supposed to determine the future political structure of the state, the Provisional Government published laws on political and civil freedoms and began preparations for reforms, beginning with the courts. These measures were intended to modernize backward social institutions and to help bring about the changes proclaimed by the Revolution; they were meant to turn yesterday's subjects into citizens capable of making independent, responsible political decisions for the country. In their administrative practices, ministers of the Provisional Government relied on structures of state authority from tsarist times. They seemed efficient for introducing revolutionary changes, despite the (often sharp) contrast of the latter with the customs of the former political and legal culture. To give an example from the middle of April 1917, the terms "Russian subjects" (russkie poddannye) and "lower ranks of the army and navy" (nizshie chiny armii i flota) were changed in official documents 14 The author will use references to the Julian calendar that was used in Russia and the Soviet Union up until 14 February 1918, and to the Gregorian calendar after it was introduced on 14 February 1918. The difference in calendars is embedded in the commonly used references to the revolutions of 1917, which were named according to the old Julian calendar. The February Revolution actually took place in March according to the new calendar, while the October Revolution took place in November.
to "Russian citizens" (grazhdane) and "soldiers and sailors" (soldaty i matrosy).
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The change was mandated by a special memo for the Interior Ministry issued by the Legal Conference (Iuridicheskoe soveshchanie), the administrative organ in charge of developing the Provisional Government's agenda for reform.
And this is where we encounter one of the main problems facing the Provisional Government: the continuity of governing practices from the previous state structure. The government itself was not elected or approved by a representative body. To a certain extent, the Provisional Government as an institution was only possible because of the support of the revolutionary state apparatus (including the military). It is likely that the new leaders adopted a policy of administrative continuity as a means of projecting political legitimacy.
But this raises the following question: what was the source of the ancien régime's legitimacy of state power? When Nicholas II abdicated on 1 March 1917, the symbolic basis of authority consisted of two components: spiritually, it was the blessing of the Orthodox Church, while, materially, the mechanism for exercising sovereign power was the state bureaucracy. But they were closely connected. Under Orthodoxy, the monarch, who was anointed by God, ruled and delegated his power to state officials. Moreover, as part of the state structure, governed by the Synod, the Church bound the people by both law 16 and ritual 17 to submit to the sovereign power. But Russian Orthodoxy could not be used as a spiritual basis of obedience after the February Revolution. In developing the revolutionary ideas of equality, the Provisional Government issued two acts that separated state and religion: "On abolishing religious and national restrictions" (Ob otmene religioznykh i natsional'nykh ogranichenii), dated 20 March 1917, and the Freedom of Conscience Act (O svobode sovesti), dated 2 August 1917. 18 Before this, however, the Synod, as a part of the state bureaucracy that had been transferred under the power of the Provisional Government, rushed to publish its own resolutions following the abdication of the monarch. By the end of March 1917, the rites of the Russian Orthodox Church, where tsarist power had been mentioned before, had already been corrected. Just as in the case of legal regulations on "soldiers and sailors", the approach here was textual: instead of mentioning the emperor, they now mentioned the "blessed [blagovernoe] Provisional Government".
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The very same method of replacing undesirable words was used for the church's blessing of the new authorities, even though these authorities did not directly order this act. This case clearly demonstrates the strength of institutional inertia, where previous structures, especially those deeply rooted in everyday practices, seemed virtually indestructible.
One of the most influential members of the Provisional Government, Pavel Miliukov, wrote in his memoirs that this institutional continuity was not a goal but, rather, a temporary means used by 'temporary' authorities. 20 Under the circumstances of a severe crisis, and weighed down by Russia's involvement in World War I since 1914, the Provisional Government turned to the mechanisms that had been used to legitimize and exercise power earlier. 21 Innovations were introduced, of course, with respect to certain formal procedures, e.g., the Provisional Government decided, in reference to prior legislation, to change the words "imperial majesty" (imperatorskoe velichestvo) and "supreme power" (vysochaishaia vlast') to read "the Provisional Government". 22 In doing so, the new authorities were trying to do the impossible: to project as legal the same governing practices that had been used by the previous regime, the legality of which had been nullified by the revolution. at seizing power for the purpose of radical revolutionary reorganization. Unlike the Provisional Government, which had tried to maintain order, the Bolsheviks proclaimed the previous order to be antiquated and declared the start of a new revolutionary era. Therefore, the problem of legitimacy was posed in a completely different manner. Bolshevik revolutionary teleology did not need any competitors in the form of religious faiths, even in exchange for legitimacy. A genuine revolution is a decisive break that, rather than contradicting, simply destroys any reminders of the legitimacy of the previous order.
October
23 Therefore, the legal and religious legitimacy of the earlier rule was swept away.
In his work "State and Revolution" (Gosudarstvo i revoliutsiia), Lenin stressed that the task of revolution is to break the state itself, not to improve its institutions, as the Provisional Government and the soviets that had co-operated with it had tried to do. 24 Written in the summer of 1917, the ideas expressed in Lenin's book were implemented in the first decrees of the Soviet authorities: "On Peace"
25 and "On Land". 26 Adopted during the night of 25-26 October 1917 at the Second All-Russian Congress of Soviets, which was convened the day of the uprising, these decrees constituted a decisive breakdown of the former state and the beginning of a new era. 27 By backing out of agreements with their allies in the decree "On Peace", the Bolsheviks broke with the international community. In rejecting private property in the decree "On Land", they disavowed the basis of the national socioeconomic structure.
Already at the very beginning of Soviet power, the source of its legitimacy was declared as the people itself and their organs, i.e., the soviets. This order was first established in practice at the Second All-Russian Congress. Thereafter, it was postulated in the first article of the Declaration of Rights of the Working and Exploited People enacted on 3 January 1918:
"Russia is hereby proclaimed a Republic of Soviets of Workers', Soldiers' and Peasants' Deputies. All power, centrally and locally, is vested in these Soviets." important amendments, e.g., there was no mention of the Constituent Assembly. 29 The Bolsheviks had proposed that the Assembly adopt the Declaration in order to promulgate the supremacy of the soviets as the main source of power. Otherwise, the long-awaited Constituent Assembly would be able to compete with the soviets in their role as representatives of the will of the people. At the same time, the revolutionary government had declared that the Assembly was "counter-revolutionary". And to strip the Assembly of its legitimacy, the soviets were proclaimed as the only institution that could truly represent the people's will. On 5 January 1918, the day of the dissolution of the Assembly, the All-Russia Central Executive Committee sent a special telegram to the soviets. It stated:
"The soviets must counter the slogan 'All power to the Constituent Assembly' with the slogan 'All power to the Soviets', the consolidation of the Soviet republic. The first slogan unites all enemies of the worker-peasants of the October Revolution […] ."
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In these turbulent times of revolutionary changes, a denial of legitimacy was symbolically embodied in the refusal of the Assembly's guards to further defend the building where the meeting was being held, which led to sailor Zselezniak's famous quote: "The guard is tired" (karaul ustal). The legendary history of the October Revolution depicts this phrase as the anecdotal end to useless speeches by now-illegitimate delegates.
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At that time, the niceties of legitimacy were less important than gaining and exercising the physical power to block the activity of the Bolsheviks' (potential) enemies in the Assembly. As a means of revolutionary politics, Bolshevik leaders also worked hard to formalize this element of force (sila) as a part of Soviet state power. The Declaration and other major decrees of the first months of Soviet rule sought to establish the basic principles of the new rule and thus can be considered as a part of this formalization/legalization of revolutionary power. 32 However, when referring to these legislative acts as a means of formalization, the author is also fully aware of their declarative nature and propagandistic meaning. To a certain extent, they resembled pamphlets and continued the tradition of propaganda of the prerevolutionary period. Lenin himself acknowledged that decrees served as "a form of propaganda", and that, without them, the Bolsheviks In using the term "legalization" here, the author has in mind the process of making a phenomenon official; especially during revolutionary transitions, this is to be distinguished from legitimacy acquired by compliance. The difference between the two phenomena is described in Carl Schmitt, Legalität und Legitimität (Duncker & Humblot, Munich and Leipzig, 1932).
"would not be able to occupy leading positions". 33 The same idea is to be found in an article by Nikolai Osinskii, the first head of the Supreme Council of the People's Economy (Vysshii sovet narodnogo khoziaistva) of the RSFSR, in which he admitted that his criticism of declarative decrees was mistaken. In the middle of 1918, he wrote that he fully recognized their political importance:
"Declarative legislation in the form of decrees is extremely important during critical moments of the revolution [...] At the moment of a massive assault on the capital, it is necessary to declare a goal, in the form of a decree, toward which the masses should strive." 34 According to a resolution of the Military Revolutionary Committee of 28 October 1917, thousands of copies of the decrees of the new authorities were to be printed and posted in the streets. 35 This flow of decrees, partly propagandistic, was aimed at formalizing and legalizing the new regime. Can this general tendency be considered as a step toward Weberian rational/legal/bureaucratic legitimacy of power? It would seem that, to a certain extent, the answer to this question should be in the affirmative, since, from the very first days after the October coup, together with major declarations, revolutionary leaders also took important measures to create clear formal practices for exercising the power that they had seized.
By the fifth day of the revolution, 30 October 1917, the Council of People's Commissars had already published a decree "On the procedure for the affirmation and publication of laws". 36 The importance of this document was indicated by its rhetorical conclusion "in the name of the republic", which was included only in legislative acts of fundamental political importance. Its three main points are presented below, along with a brief commentary.
(1)
A legislative act entered into force on the day of its publication in the of- The above-mentioned decree on the publication of laws was printed in issue No. 12. Throughout this entire time, the legislative acts of the new regime entered into force in accordance with the decree, i.e., by being published in the Gazette. In the middle of November, another decree was published confirming the entry of laws into force through publication in the Gazette. In the atmosphere of the early days of the revolution, when decrees were being published at a feverish pace, the authorities were trying to introduce order above all else.
This 1917 decree had been drafted with great attention to the details of procedure, which formed a remarkable contrast to the well-known early major decrees of the Soviet government. Unlike those early decrees, emphasizing the revolutionary break with previous institutions and practices, here was a different intention: to continue the practice of officially publishing legislation. This practice from the old order of legitimizing acts of the authorities in the form of a special bulletin (the Collection of Legislation), as described in points two and three of the abovementioned decree, was emphasized by repeating the very name of the bulletin. Since the old name of the legislative bulletin stayed in use for twenty years in the Soviet state, it is clear that it was retained not because of a shortage of time or imagination; the conclusion cannot be avoided that the revolutionary leaders had retained it intentionally. 40 It was old both from the point of view of the fact that it was part of the tsarist structure and also from the point of view of the anachronistic word uzakonenie, which by the second half of the nineteenth century was no longer found in legal discourse. This adherence to the old name can be explained by the fact that, for those who had seized power in October, the very name of the bulletin was used as a source of power or, in Weber's classification, rational/legal/bureaucratic legitimacy.
The soundness of such an interpretation in the historical context of revolutionary Russia is supported by the following fact. Throughout 1918, the government in Siberia, under one of the Bolsheviks' most powerful antagonists, Aleksandr Kolchak, published its own bulletin called Sobranie uzakonenii i rasporiazhenii, izdavaemoe pri Pravitel'stvuiushchem Senate (Collection of Legislation and Resolutions Published Under the Ruling Senate). It might come as a surprise to some, of course, that there in fact was no Senate in the governing bureaucracy of Kolchak. However, it is likely that the Whites' usage of the old name for their own legislative bulletin had the very same purpose: to underline the legitimacy of their authority and to lend it the appearance of order.
The Language of Revolutionary Legislators
An analysis of the content of the Collection of Legislation of late [1917] [1918] demonstrates that there was a choice of models in writing legislative acts. The materials contained in the Collection of Legislation of this period can, for the sake of argument, be put into three groups:
(1) Documents of the revolutionary tradition that were basically agitprop in nature and did not have a specific regulatory function, e.g., appeals (obrashcheniia) and proclamations of various commissars and of the Soviet of People's Commissars (a phenomenon already described in this work as "pamphlets" (listovki). Throughout 1918, acts of this first group gradually decreased in number. One could argue that this could also have been, to a certain extent, a function of the disorganized nature of the Soviet state. However, recent research into the policies of the Bolsheviks by James Heinzen, Alessandro Stanziani, and Peter Holquist (op.cit. note 8) has shown that there was a certain tendency to continue domestic policy from the previous regime. Maintaining the content of the political agenda was certainly interrelated with the continuation of the forms of administrative and legislative practices.
(2) Legal acts created in accordance with the canon of the previous tradition of lawmaking, written in the same bureaucratic language. This canon is international, with a particular syntax (complex syntactical constructions), a particular vocabulary (conservative and filled with special terminology), and a system of broad formulations. By March 1918, the legal acts of this second group were seen more and more frequently in the pages of the Collection. The explanation for this is that the capital was moved from Petrograd to Moscow in March 1918. Before the move, however, the revolutionary government had purged its staff, and only those deemed to be the most professional civil servants were allowed to make the move. These individuals, relying heavily on their pre-revolutionary bureaucratic experiences, were largely responsible for maintaining the legal traditions and bureaucratic language that had been used prior to the Revolution.
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(3) Legal acts that used both revolutionary features and elements of the old bureaucratic language. During 1918, acts of this third type gradually lost their revolutionary character and took on more and more characteristics of the old bureaucratic language: furthermore, new political phenomena, e.g., nationalization, 42 received a 'legal scenario', i.e., began to follow a particular legal procedure that was, stipulated in all legislative norms dealing with the same issues. The procedure was fixed in a certain 'blueprint' of legal language.
Let us consider in detail one act from the quickly disappearing third group. A study of the co-existence of the old and new in the context of one legal act seems to be advantageous from the methodological point of view. On the one hand, it provides insight into the essence of the old and new regimes. On the other hand, attempting to understand the reason for choosing either the old or new form with respect to a particular legal act with its own specific aim could possibly provide new explanations for the phenomenon of retaining prerevolutionary legal language during Soviet times.
Thus, let us examine a legal act from the Commissariat for State Welfare (social security). First, the text and a detailed analysis of it are provided below. Then, it will be compared with a more typical 43 See Borisova, "Sovet pri Narodnom komissare prosit trebovat': Zhenskii sub"ekt v revoliutsionnom zakonodatel'stve", op.cit. note 1.
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It is typical in that it follows a standard formulation used for numerous other legal acts published by this commissariat.
commissariat. Finally, relying on archival documents, the author briefly will dwell on the reality of the law-making process in this commissariat. In the end, an analysis of specific legal acts and the circumstances in which they were created will allow the author to answer the main question of this study: was the issue of legitimacy at stake when revolutionary legislators retained existing conventions for exercising power?
"On the collection of a tax on public shows and entertainment
To all citizens of Great Russia and patrons of theaters, cinemas, circuses, and other places of entertainment.
A tax payable to the Ministry of State Welfare has been introduced on entertainment (theaters, cinemas, circuses, and other places of entertainment) throughout all of Great Rus'.
This tax constitutes the wealth of the people and is intended exclusively for the needs of supporting the disabled, the elderly, children, orphans, widows, the handicapped, etc., and, until the transition of power to the Soviet government, was collected on a regular basis.
Since power was transferred into the hands of workers and peasants, and also with respect to the sabotage of those people who were entrusted with monitoring the proper collection of this tax by attaching stamps, this tax is presently being collected only in exceptional cases.
Having noted this phenomenon, i.e., the failure of rights holders to attach stamps in order to profit at the expense of citizens, the Soviet Under the People's Commissar for the Ministry of State Welfare appeals [to everyone] to strictly ensure that every ticket received at the ticket counter has the appropriate stamp attached in accordance with the price printed on the ticket.
If there is no stamp on a ticket, the Soviet Under the People's Commissar requests that you demand that the cashier affix the required stamp.
Otherwise, report this immediately to the district Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, and also include your report in the complaints book at the ticket counter.
The rights holders of places of entertainment are required to have a complaints book, tied shut, and to keep it at the ticket counter, as well as to keep in a visible place the address where the district Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies is located.
Upon the request of visitors, the complaints book is to be handed over immediately.
Thus, every citizen will be doing a great deed for all of the poor, homeless, and forsaken citizens, and will also be helping in the extremely difficult and arduous time of the Great Democratic Workers' Russia and its People's Government. during prerevolutionary times went into the budget of the Ministry of Social Security. In the context of the revolutionary affirmation of the new people's government, the collection of taxes required a delicate approach, especially under the conditions of a serious economic crisis. This was even more the case when the revolutionary regime was trying to adjust the prerevolutionary order.
This regulation is undoubtedly of great value as a historical document. Unlike the fundamental decrees of the Bolshevik government (Soviet of People's Commissars), which presented more a picture of the regime from the top down-of the sender of the legal message-in Kollontai's regulation, the recipients take center stage: it is from the bottom up. It paints a vivid picture of the day-to-day establishment of the Soviet regime; the fact that it has a limited aim does not lessen its regulatory nature. However, the style of the regulation differs from the traditional legal one, which always embodies the state's peremptory power. 47 Therefore, legal acts usually do not contain justifications, appeals, or exhortations. The usual situation presupposes a certain maturity of the mechanisms of government, the stability of moral restraints, and state force. But Kollontai's regulation was drafted under the extraordinary conditions of the consolidation of Soviet power, and it sought to achieve broad political aims beyond the tax itself, which were also reflected in the language of the act. 48 To show how the language of Kollontai's regulation served the political aims of the regime, communication theory and discourse analysis will be used to interpret the regulation from a linguistic point of view. 49 Let us start with how the regulation establishes the 'sender'-the sender is, of course, the legislator-and the recipient. In this case, we see that, in the introduction, the sender considers it necessary to specify the recipient: "To all citizens of Great Russia"; thereafter, this is narrowed down to "patrons of theaters, cinemas, circuses, and other places of entertainment".
In borrowing the appeal (obrashchenie) as a rhetorical technique of the agitprop genre, the sender initially uses the constructive function of discourse, creating an image of the audience in accordance with the regime's political aims. 50 As a part of the structure of a legal regulation, an appeal was unacceptable from the point of view of the language of prerevolutionary law. Being an extremely rhetorical formulation, appeals were used in decrees only in the most critical 47 Mattila, op.cit. note 12, 45.
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Another peculiar aspect of Kollontai's legal language is gender. Before Kollontai, there had not been any female legislators in Russia after the reign of Catherine the Great (1762 and 1796). This gender perspective aspect-the ways in which women in power express themselves differently from men (e.g., using language in more profound ways than men)-has been developed in an earlier article. See Borisova, "Sovet pri Narodnom komissare prosit trebovat': Zhenskii sub"ekt v revoliutsionnom zakonodatel'stve", op.cit. note 12. What we notice straightaway is that, unlike the majority of other appeals published in the Soviet Collection of Legislation in late 1917-1918, the sender's target is the largest audience possible-"To all citizens of Great Russia"-which is then narrowed down to "patrons of theaters, cinemas, circuses, and other places of entertainment". For the sake of comparison, let us look at a couple more revolutionary examples of late 1917: "To all working Muslims of Russia and the East", "To working Cossacks". 51 In cases of an appeal "to the entire nation", for example, about the counterrevolutionary uprising of Kaledin and Dutov, the recipient is either not named at all or is generalized by the appeal, which is designed only for socialist "comrades" (tovarishchi). 52 The aim of such appeals is to present the Bolshevik view of a situation and to inform potential supporters, i.e., comrades.
The message of Kollontai's decree is not emphatically political, and therefore a politically coded appeal is not used at the beginning of the text. Its purpose is to make people pay a tax voluntarily and to play a part in monitoring the collection of the tax, i.e., to do their civic duty. This interpretation of the situation can be seen in the last phrase: "Thus, every citizen will be doing a great deed". It should be noted that the decree does not specify any penalties; instead, it appeals to the public spirit of citizens.
The sender is acting in the name of the "Soviet Under the People's Commissar for the Ministry of State Welfare": "Having noted this phenomenon, i.e., the failure of rights holders to attach stamps in order to profit at the expense of citizens, the Soviet Under the People's Commissar for the Ministry of State Welfare appeals [to those responsible] to strictly ensure that every ticket received at the ticket counter has the appropriate stamp attached in accordance with the price printed on the ticket." 53 The legislator is presented as some sort of a collective subject. This was an innovation that began with the February Revolution. In the author's own findings, such a representation is rarely found in the legal acts of the 'old regime' after the beginning of the twentieth century. The actions of the institutions of power were almost always personified as the actions of an individual, the tsar ("the supreme imperial tsar is pleased to command", "seeing it as necessary, we command") or ministers ("the minister found it necessary", "finding it necessary, I propose"). body, the Provisional Government, the most common expression for the actions of the authorities was "The Provisional Government has decreed" (Vremennoe pravitel'stvo postanovilo). Despite the fact that the text itself is written in the name of the Soviet Under the People's Commissar, the document is signed by Kollontai. This 'splitting' of the legislator is a reflection of the collegial form of government that was popular during the establishment of the Soviet regime as a more democratic form than the preceding undivided authority. As can be seen from both published and archival materials related to Kollontai's administrative activities as the People's Commissar for State Welfare, she was an active supporter of collegiality. This could be seen, in particular, in the fact that in medical institutions under the Commissariat for State Welfare, she replaced the positions of directors and their assistants with doctors' soviets. 55 Thus, the existence of two senders in the text is a manifestation of the actual division of power in the commissariat. Therefore, the text at least partially reflects the balance of power in the decision-making process, or how the process was presented, which was not seen in prerevolutionary legal acts.
The verbs used to express the relationship between the sender and the recipient are of particular interest. From a practical point of view, the text contains a legal message and is a regulation. The law genre assumes a 'vertical hierarchy' between the sender (the legislator) and the recipient (the agent). This relationship is recorded in the lexicon and grammar, in the language of the law, which since ancient times has served to express the relationship of the permanent supremacy of the holder of power over its subjects. This dominative nature of legal language is particularly relevant for the realm of administration via legislative means, and is less articulated in civil law. 56 The role of the legislator in this text is not so simple, which can be seen in the changes of tone. In the beginning, the law is presented as an appeal: "The Council […] appeals [to those responsible] to strictly ensure [...]." Also in relation to "citizens", the authorities are acting, if not on an equal basis, then at least on the common ground of a revolutionary appeal.
In the next sentence, the sender 'bows' even further toward the recipient and formulates her statement as a 'request': "The Soviet […] requests that you demand" (Sovet prosit trebovat' ). The double meaning and the awkwardness of the role of requestor in the context of a legal regulation is expressed in the modal incongruity of the two verbs that have been placed next to one another: prosit and trebovat' ("request" and "demand"). The author would like to thank Mikhail Antonov, who kindly drew her attention to this aspect of the difference in style due to the realm of legal regulation.
However, in the following sentence, the sender abruptly changes this awkward position and uses the language of an 'order': "Otherwise, report this immediately […]". The effect of authority is strengthened by the absence of a modal verb (e.g., you ought to report (sleduet zaiavit') and by the grammatical structure of the sentence, namely the use of the imperative. Thus, the sentence sounds like an order or a resolution, which contrasts greatly with the earlier role of the sender.
The variety of forms of linguistic actions used by the sender (appeal, request, order) have a common aim: to make the recipient carry out specific actions without the threat of punishment. We can already partially explain this: the change of tone from request to order, along with other rhetorical constructs (to be discussed later), fulfills one task, namely not to leave the recipient feeling indifferent. If, however, one were to approach this question from the historical context, this one regulation can tell us much more about the policies of the Bolsheviks than it would seem at first glance.
First, the open nature of Kollontai's regulation speaks to the fact that it is aimed not at governing bodies and administrators but, rather, at the widest audience possible. This aim is underlined by the fact that it is a broad appeal. The text contains an explanation for this: the resolution is addressed to all because the specialized agencies and administrators who had earlier been responsible for monitoring the collection of the tax are not working: "Since power was transferred into the hands of workers and peasants, and also with respect to the sabotage of those people who were entrusted with monitoring the proper collection of this tax by attaching stamps, this tax is presently being collected only in exceptional cases." 57 Second, and no less important, the tone changes depending on who the recipient of the message is. Despite the openness of the recipient, the sender of the legal message, the legislator, separates the audience into layers. The citizens here are by no means the entire population; instead, "those people who were entrusted with monitoring the proper collection of this tax" and "rights holders of places of entertainment" have been singled out. The latter are precisely the target of the sender's order "to have a complaints book, tied shut, and to keep it at the ticket counter". In general, only a few remnants/characteristics of the old tsarist official discourse are used in the text in relation only to "saboteurs" and "rights holders of places of entertainment". To describe these actors, the sender has used nominative constructions (verbal nouns) and a particular lexicon, underlined here (emphasis added by the author): The rights holders of places of entertainment are required to have a complaints book, tied shut, and to keep it at the ticket counter."
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It seems that the sender is using bureaucratic discourse for different, albeit related, purposes. First, this is undoubtedly a strategy of distancing: the choice of language fulfills the aim of 'othering'. The language juxtaposes the rights holders of places of entertainment with citizens, which is especially clear in relation to said rights holders: "the failure of rights holders to attach stamps for the purpose of profiting at the expense of citizens". The fact that the sender speaks with the peremptory language of power only in relation to the former administrators and rights holders fulfills the classic principle of the politics of a new regime, which would later be embodied in many legislative acts, including the 1918 RSFSR Constitution.
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Second, this difference in language-superior/formal/bureaucratic for the rights holders of places of entertainment and former administrators, and equal/ informal and even persuasive for all other citizens-can be seen from the perspective of power legitimacy. The legislator orders the rights holders of places of entertainment to have the address of the local soviets readily available for citizens and, on the other hand, urges people to apply to the soviets, which would resolve the situation. In reality, the legislator is inviting the population to act as if they had already internalized the authority of the soviets to solve the problem of tax collection, and even to assist them with this, and, in this way, to legitimize the soviets. This "invitation" was grounded in the basic human value of compassion toward those who need help; it was not an impersonal order to pay taxes and inform the authorities of any case of misbehavior.
To complete this analysis, we should stress once again the constructive function of the regulation. The connections among the sentences, in terms of their sense, are based on a system of definitions. This is already quite clear in the first few sentences (emphasis added):
"A tax payable to the Ministry of State Welfare has been introduced on entertainment (theaters, cinemas, circuses, and other places of entertainment) [...] .
This tax constitutes the wealth of the people and is intended exclusively for the needs of supporting the disabled, the elderly, children, orphans, widows, the handicapped, etc. and, until the transition of power to the Soviet government, was collected on a regular basis. The legislator's strategy is as follows: first, the subject matter is named, and she then gives it her own definition. Thus, "a tax on entertainment" is, in the next sentence, called a tax on "the wealth of the people", and the Soviet government becomes the "hands of workers and peasants". At the end of the text, it is presented as the "people's government".
As Austin's Speech Act Theory suggests, 61 a legislative act is performative: actions should carry out the letter of the law. Written during the revolutionary period, Kollontai's regulation uses linguistic and rhetorical means more than legal means to create a new political framework of reality. The regulation's recipient was the widest audience possible, who, through a sense of compassion, were supposed to adopt this new Soviet picture of the world and, moreover, to take part in its creation.
The Bolsheviks often used this double performative of revolutionary legislation, not simply the performative of the act permitted (required) by the law, but the performative of constructing a new reality. Kollontai's regulation was designed in part to construct a reality where citizens were morally stimulated to assist legitimate (by law-Declaration of Working and Exploited People, 1918 RSFSR Constitution) soviets to establish their authority.
If, in Kollontai's regulation, it was suggested that the widest-possible circle of recipients "read" the surrounding reality in the framework of a new ideology and act in support of its legitimacy, then other laws of the new regime were primarily intended not for citizens but, rather, for the soviets and implied relations of vertical submission. An analysis of the Collection of Legislation in the first months of the Soviet regime leads one to the conclusion that the language used in legislative acts was becoming a more specialized technocratic instrument. The regulations were the first that could be distinguished by a specific traditionalism with roots in the tsarist regime. As the basis for their decrees demanding obligatory payment of taxes, the People's Commissariat of Finance even openly referred to prerevolutionary legislation, citing the tsarist and Provisional Government's Collection of Laws; they were devoid of any kind of rhetoric, though they did threaten severe punishment: imprisonment. 62 This can be explained in terms of continuity-in both governmental structure and personnel in the realm of state finance-as well as by the fact that both the old and new governments had similar goals, namely the collection of taxes. 
Formalism as an Instrument
Kollontai's regulation was an exception to the new order, the new blueprint mentioned above. The rule had become that legislative acts originating in the People's Commissariat differed little from the style used in prerevolutionary regulations, in both the form and the substance of their regulatory message. Here is an example:
"On the establishment of departments for the allocation of pensions to injured soldiers within Soviets of Workers', Soldiers', and Peasants' Deputies
In view of the closure of all regional and district military offices, in accordance with the decision of the college of the People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs, and the transfer of all matters dealt with by these offices to the local soviets, it has now been suggested that departments for the allocation of pensions from the state treasury to injured soldiers be created within the local soviets according to the regulations established by the decree of the Soviet of People' Some three months had elapsed between the issuance of Kollontai's regulation (at the end of 1917) and this one (in March 1918). During that time, Soviet institutions had begun to function more routinely. This change could also be seen in the legal language. As we can see in the quote above, the sender used special linguistic instruments developed throughout the centuries-long existence of the culture and practices of law-writing. These are international practices, with a particular syntax (complex syntactical constructions), a particular vocabulary (conservative and filled with special terminology), and a system of broad formulations. 65 In this text, the sender has demonstrated its ability to (re)institute this tradition and its appreciation of the value of this genre. The text contains a reference to the existing legislation of the new regime, and the regulation in question has been published in order to develop that further.
Let us try to answer the obvious question of why the first and second texts are so different. Knowledge of the historical context might suggest the simplest explanation. Studies of the period of the establishment of the Soviet state highlight as about the established succession for documents within the Commissariat and about the rules for formulating outgoing documents.
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The new regime tried to use the experience of the former administration from the point of view of 'technical guidance'. This idea was expressed by People's Commissar of Justice Petr Stuchka. 74 The Bolshevik factory worker Egorov took the principle of 'technical guidance' to its extreme: most likely, he simply signed the text drafted for him in the Main Secretariat. The text says as much: "Signed by Deputy of the People's Commissariat for State Welfare I. Egorov".
This later administrative regulation targeted fewer recipients than Kollontai's earlier regulation. The sender addresses "Soviets of Workers', Soldiers', and Peasants' Deputies" and "local soviets". His aims do not include propaganda on behalf of the new regime or calling on citizens to carry out particular actions concerning the payment of pensions. Moreover, the soviets are presented in the regulation as consciously subordinate institutions that were to create a new administrative structure that, upon appealing to the relevant department of the People's Commissariat, would receive the following instructions:
"Local pension departments should co-ordinate with the existing Central Department for the Allocation of Pensions to Injured Soldiers of the People's Commissariat for State Welfare." 75 Unlike Kollontai's regulation, here the channels of communication were extremely limited, as is the final recipient of the message: a future bureaucratic structure that would be permitted to receive special knowledge about the needs of disabled veterans and their families. Citizens have been excluded from among active actors, the very people into whose hands (according to Kollontai's tax regulation) power had been transferred following the October Revolution.
A comparison of the different discourse practices used in Kollontai's and Egorov's regulations allows us to reach an important conclusion. The use of traditional forms of legal acts from the previous regime had a constructive effect. Not every worker, soldier, or peasant from the "local soviets"-addressed by this regulation-could understand and implement Egorov's message. Only those with knowledge of the technical terminology of governing could fulfill this resolution and properly account for it. In essence, therefore, the message indirectly constructed a recipient at the local level-and, also, constructed relations of strict subordination through a bureaucratic hierarchy-and those relations were preserved in the linguistic forms used. 73 Ibid. 
Conclusions
Despite the paramount position of revolutionary terror as the basis of Soviet power, legislation played a key role in establishing Bolshevik rule. At first glance, this observation contradicts Bolshevik ideology, which is known for its skeptical approach to the law as a bourgeois value that was supposed to wither away and die along with the state. However, the specific traits of early Soviet law dispel this contradiction.
The rhetorical nature of Soviet legislation was reflected, above all, in major legislative acts, which were presented as a product of the revolutionary will. In the first months of the Soviet Union, laws of this type were already weighed down by the massive number of sub-legislative administrative regulations. The present study shows that, despite the actual revolutionary character of the Bolshevik regime, the country's new leadership took quick possession of the prerevolutionary practices of governing. It already has been noted 76 in the literature on Russian legal language that Soviet law borrowed specific features of the prerevolutionary period's legal language; however, this phenomenon is usually attributed to a later period, the 1930s of Stalin's rule. An analysis of the 1917 and 1918 Soviet Collection of Legislation allows us to conclude that the old language of the law was used by the Bolshevik regime from the very beginning.
Bolshevik legislation, in the early period of the regime, was a means of disseminating propaganda: at the same time, it was also a means of legalizing the new rule. To make new laws legitimate, i.e., to make the people comply, legislators often used the particular vehicle of language. Different types of language can be interpreted from the perspective of legitimacy, and legitimacy can be generated in at least two possible ways:
(1) By urging people to act in cooperation with the soviets on the basis of basic, shared human values (e.g., in Kollontai's regulation). The paradox of this approach was that, since the soviets already had been legalized as the main organs of power, this invitation to the people could be seen as confusing: it seemed to be a request for legitimizing the soviets through acts of the people (although they already had been legalized by Soviet legislation).
(2) By ordering the soviets (e.g., in Egorov's act) to fulfill legislative acts of the central authorities, the Soviet of People's Commissars and the people's commissariats, in implementing new legislation. Here, the mechanism was different: the people were commanded to obey, and it was through 76 Pigolkin, op.cit. note 65, 9. Alas, the history of legal language in Russia is a topic which has not (yet) been the subject of widespread scholarly research accounting for the fact that I only have encountered this in Pigolkin's work.
this obedience that the authorities created the illusion that they were in control of the situation. This was embodied in part by the "new" bureaucratic language of Soviet legislative acts: the later acts no longer needed to invite people to follow state policies but, instead, assumed that qualified administrators were in control. It was easier for people to adhere to known traditions of obeying the law written in technical legal language that was not easily understood by a lay audience; using this legal language was also easier for the administrators.
The rapid replacement of the first strategy by the second mirrors the process of the transformation of central power in late 1917-1918. The formal features of legislation as a specific function for exercising power (for example, in the form of the publication of legislation in the Collection of Legislation or the specific language of decrees) was seen as an administrative technique that ought to be seized alongside telephone lines, railway stations, and telegraphs. It is possible that the symbolic power of the customary form of the law also played a role by helping legitimize the new regime. This is precisely the reason why the Bolsheviks' enemies published an alternative collection of legislation with the same name, borrowed from the tsarist regime (Sobranie uzakonenii i rasporiazhenii pravitel'stva). It is most likely, however, that the Soviet leaders approached governance from a technocratic point of view and that, in their own legislative policy, they tried to minimize the cost of implementing the required response, i.e., lower transaction costs. At the same time, language in a way could serve to empower local soviets, since the decrees that were published beginning in the first half of 1918 in the Collection of Legislation were not intended for lay people or their lay deputies in local soviets but were instead intended for qualified administrators. By bringing administrators from the former regime into both central and local Soviet institutions, the Bolsheviks were trying to immediately fulfill the will of the party leadership. At the same time, they retained the tradition of excluding citizens from meaningful participation in matters of governance. This gap between the soviets' proclaimed power as declared in Articles 1 and 10 of the 1918 RSFSR Constitution and their actual subverted position was established in Article 65, which listed the first and most important duty of the soviets: "(a) To carry out all orders of the respective higher organs of the soviet power." in the practices of editing and publishing. As a means of consolidating Soviet power, however, the Collection of Legislation regained its status at the beginning of the 1920s as the only official bulletin for legislation intended for administrative needs and not for a wide circle of people. Unlike the newspapers mentioned above, the laws in the Collection began to be published earlier, and they were more complete but were much less accessible than the other sources had been. 
